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Abstract—It is difficult for portfolio selections to adopt an appropriate way to describe information effectively. On the one hand, hesitant triangular fuzzy sets (HTFSs), composed of a limited number of membership degrees with the form of triangular fuzzy numbers, can transform uncertain variables into definite values more comprehensively than fuzzy sets with only one membership degree. On the other hand, we firstly parametrize the fuzzy entropy for triangular fuzzy numbers based on credibility theory. The rigorous mathematical derivation of the proposed entropy formula is proved in this paper, which is also extended to HTFS. Next, a novel bi-objective model is constructed from the perspectives of return maximization and risk minimization, which adopts credibility expectation and parametric entropy to describe returns and risks, respectively. Furthermore, the model solving process is designed for risk investors with different risk preferences. Finally, a case study is presented to inspect the feasibility of our proposed model. In the analysis of results, the reasons why optimal portfolio changes with investors’ risk preferences are explained. We conclude that the parameter of our defined entropy has enriched the expression of preference information. Thus, the proposed model can be reasonably used in practical qualitative risk investment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the increasing complexity of practical decision-making problems and the uncertainty of decision makers’ subjective ideas, the traditional decision-making method using accurate numbers can no longer be applied to all situations. Fuzzy theory proposed by Zadeh [1] was perceived as a major breakthrough, which can be used as a powerful quantitative tool in a fuzzy environment. The membership degree, as a concept describing the degree of an element belonging to a set, has various forms in different problem descriptions. The membership degrees of the elements in fuzzy sets are respectively designated as finite numbers in [0,1], interval value, triangular fuzzy numbers and trapezoidal fuzzy numbers to describe investors’ preferences from multiple angles. Intuitionistic fuzzy sets [2] contained both membership degree and non-membership degree, while hesitant fuzzy sets [3] described information with multiple membership degrees simultaneously. Furthermore, hesitant fuzzy sets were generalized to interval-valued hesitant fuzzy sets [4], dual hesitant fuzzy sets [5], and hesitant triangular fuzzy sets [6]. Fuzzy sets were extended to three-dimensions space by Type-2 fuzzy sets [7]. As experts combine fuzzy theory with Markowitz’s portfolio theory [8], the appropriate form of decision processing instead of probability theory has become a research hotspot. After Katagiri and Ishii’s pioneering work [9], scholars immersed themselves in the research of the fuzzy portfolio selection problem. Zhang et al. [10] used LR-power fuzzy number to describe the rate of return and proposed a fuzzy mean–semi-variance portfolio model. Pahade et al. [11] extended Markowitz’s mean-variance portfolio model with credibility skewness of trapezoidal fuzzy variables. De et al. [12] presented a fuzzy programming approach considering risk, return and liquidity. Mansour and Cherif [13] took into account tradeoffs between investors’ preferences regarding several incommensurable objectives in an imprecise environment.

In the research of hesitant fuzzy sets, risk measures such as distance measure [14], correlation coefficient [15], partial moments [16] and entropy [17] took up a large proportion. Beyond that, Deng and Li [18] defined hesitant semi-variance. With the advent of validated axiomatic definitions and concrete formulas, these risk measures were widely used in medical diagnosis [19], machine learning [20], hierarchical clustering [21], and most broadly, decision making [22]. Liu and Peng [23] proposed a new method for measuring fuzzy phenomena, called credibility theory. Models with credibility mean-variance [24]-[25], mean-absolute deviation [26] were classic. Gupta [27] researched multi-period multi-objective portfolio models using conditional value-at-risk in a credibility environment.

In this paper, a parametric entropy formula for hesitant triangular fuzzy sets is proposed inspired by credibility theory. Based on the guideline of risks measured by entropy, we construct a portfolio selection model with parametric hesitant triangular fuzzy entropy, which adopts credibility expectation to measure returns. Parameters are introduced to reduce information loss as much as possible and reflect investors’ decision preferences more comprehensively. We present the specific portfolio selection processes in detail for investors with different risk preferences and demonstrate the model solving processes with a numerical example. The results obtained are reasonably analyzed and explained, which reveal the validity of our proposed model.

We organize this paper as follows. In Section II, we review the definitions of triangular fuzzy numbers, credibility theory and hesitant fuzzy sets. In Section III, a parametric entropy formula is presented and its
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mathematical derivation is deduced in detail. Parametric entropy plays an important role in the model proposed in Section IV, then the model solving process is described. In Section V, the efficiency of the proposed model is confirmed by solving a numerical example and discussing the results. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VI.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we will review some concepts of the hesitant fuzzy sets and some extensions of fuzzy sets. In order to make these definitions more comprehensible, we provide some examples.

A. Triangular Fuzzy Numbers

Definition 1 [1] A triangular fuzzy number $a$ can be represented by a triplet $(\gamma^l, \gamma^m, \gamma^u)$, while $\gamma^l$ is the lower bound and $\gamma^u$ is the upper bound. The membership degree function $\mu_a(x)$ is defined as

$$
\mu_a(x) =
\begin{cases}
0, & x \leq \gamma^l \\
\frac{x-\gamma^l}{\gamma^m-\gamma^l}, & \gamma^l \leq x \leq \gamma^m \\
\frac{\gamma^u-x}{\gamma^u-\gamma^m}, & \gamma^m \leq x \leq \gamma^u \\
0, & x \geq \gamma^u
\end{cases}
$$

(1)

B. Credibility Theory

Definition 2 [23] Let $\xi$ be a fuzzy variable with membership degree function $\mu(x)\,\, r$ is a real number. Then the possibility measure of fuzzy event $\xi \geq r$ is $\text{Pos}\{\xi \geq r\} = \sup_{x \geq r} \mu(x)$.

The necessity measure is $\text{Nec}\{\xi \geq r\} = 1 - \text{Pos}\{\xi < r\} = 1 - \sup_{x < r} \mu(x)$.

Liu [23] defined the credibility measure as the average of possibility measure and necessity measure:

$$
\text{Cr}\{\xi \geq r\} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \text{Pos}\{\xi \geq r\} + \text{Nec}\{\xi \geq r\} \right) = \frac{1}{2} \left( \sup_{x \geq r} \mu(x) + 1 - \sup_{x < r} \mu(x) \right).
$$

(4)

Based on the credibility measure, expectation and entropy of fuzzy variables were proposed.

Definition 3 [23] The credibility expectation of fuzzy variable $\xi$ is

$$
\mathbb{E}[\xi] = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \text{Cr}\{\xi \geq r\} dr - \int_{-\infty}^{0} \text{Cr}\{\xi \leq r\} dr.
$$

(5)

Assume that at least one of the above two integrals is finite.

Definition 4 [23] The entropy of a continuous fuzzy variable $\xi$ is

$$
H[\xi] = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} S(\text{Cr}\{\xi = r\}) dr.
$$

(6)

Where $S(t) = -t \ln t - (1-t) \ln (1-t) \geq 0, 0.5 \leq t \leq 1$ is a continuously differentiable function, and is monotonically increasing over $[0,0.5]$, monotonically decreasing over $[0.5,1]$. After a simple calculation, it is clear that for triangular fuzzy number $a = (\gamma^l, \gamma^m, \gamma^u)$, the credibility expectation $E[\xi]$ and entropy $H[\xi]$ can be expressed as

$$
E[\xi] = \left(\frac{\gamma^l + 2\gamma^m + \gamma^u}{4}\right),
$$

(7)

$$
H[\xi] = \frac{(\gamma^u - \gamma^l)}{2}.
$$

(8)

Entropy is the measure of fuzzy degree. Formula (8) enlightens us that triangular fuzzy numbers’ fuzzy degree is entirely determined by the distance between the upper bound $\gamma^u$ and the lower bound $\gamma^l$.

C. Hesitant Fuzzy Set and Hesitant Triangular Fuzzy Set

Definition 5 [3] Let $X$ be a fixed set, a hesitant fuzzy set (HFS) $A$ on $X$ is described as: $A = \{ \{x, h_a(x)\} | x \in X \}$, where $h_a(x)$ is a set of some different values in $[0,1]$, representing the possible membership degrees of the element $x \in X$ in the HFS $A$. $h_a(x)$ is called a hesitant fuzzy element (HFE).

When the membership degrees of HFSs turned into triangular fuzzy numbers, hesitant triangular fuzzy sets were proposed.

Definition 6 [28] Let $X$ be a fixed set, a hesitant triangular fuzzy set (HTFS) on $X$ is expressed by $E = \{ \{x, h_e(x)\} | x \in X \}$. $h_e(x)$ is a set of some possible triangular fuzzy values in $[0,1]$, representing the possible membership degrees of the element $x \in X$ in the HTFS $E$.

For convenience, we call $h_e(x) = (\gamma^l, \gamma^m, \gamma^u)$ a hesitant triangular fuzzy element (HTFE).

For HTFE $h_e(x) = (\gamma^l, \gamma^m, \gamma^u)$, the larger the value of $\gamma^u - \gamma^l$, the fuzzier the element.

Example 1 Let $X = \{x_1, x_2, x_3\}$ be the universe of discourses. Assume that $h_{i_e}(x_i) = \{(0.1,0.2,0.4), (0.6,0.7,0.8)\}$, $h_{i_a}(x_i) = \{(0.05,0.1,0.3), (0.3,0.5,0.6), (0.85,0.9,0.98)\}$, $h_{i_b}(x_i) = \{(0.1,0.2,0.5)\}$ are HTFEs on $x_i \in X (i = 1,2,3)$ to set $A$. Then

$$
A = \{x_i, \{(0.1,0.2,0.4), (0.6,0.7,0.8)\}\},
$$

$$
\{x_i, \{(0.05,0.1,0.3), (0.3,0.5,0.6), (0.85,0.9,0.98)\}\},
$$

$$
\{x_i, \{(0.1,0.2,0.5)\}\}
$$

is a HTFS.

Definition 7 [28] Let $a = (\gamma^l, \gamma^m, \gamma^u)$, $a_1 = (\gamma^l_1, \gamma^m_1, \gamma^u_1)$, $a_2 = (\gamma^l_2, \gamma^m_2, \gamma^u_2)$ be HTFEs, several operations on HTFEs can be represented as follows in (9.1)-(9.4).

Remark: According to Definition 7, we can obtain Formula (10), which will be used frequently.
\[(i)\quad \alpha^2 = \bigcup_{\gamma^M} \left\{ \left( (\gamma^L)^{\frac{1}{\alpha}}, (\gamma^R)^{\frac{1}{\alpha}} \right) \right\}; \]

\[(ii)\quad \lambda a = \bigcup_{\gamma^M} \left\{ \left( 1 - (1 - \gamma^L)^{\frac{1}{\alpha}}, 1 - (1 - \gamma^R)^{\frac{1}{\alpha}} \right) \right\}; \]

\[(iii)\quad a_1 \oplus a_2 = \bigcup_{\gamma^M} \left\{ \left( (\gamma_1^L + \gamma_2^L - \gamma_1^L \gamma_2^L)^{\frac{1}{\alpha}}, (\gamma_1^R + \gamma_2^R - \gamma_1^R \gamma_2^R)^{\frac{1}{\alpha}} \right) \right\}; \]

\[(iv)\quad a_1 \oplus a_2 = \bigcup_{\gamma^M} \left\{ \left( (\gamma_1^L \gamma_2^L)^{\frac{1}{\alpha}}, (\gamma_1^R \gamma_2^R)^{\frac{1}{\alpha}} \right) \right\}; \]

\[\oplus^n_{i=1} a_i = \bigcup_{\gamma^M} \left\{ \left( 1 - \prod_{i=1}^{n} (1 - \gamma_i^L)^{\frac{1}{\alpha}}, 1 - \prod_{i=1}^{n} (1 - \gamma_i^R)^{\frac{1}{\alpha}} \right) \right\}. \]

\[\oplus^n_{i=1} a_i b_i = \bigcup_{\gamma^M} \left\{ \left( 1 - \prod_{i=1}^{n} (1 - \gamma_i^L)^{\alpha}, 1 - \prod_{i=1}^{n} (1 - \gamma_i^R)^{\alpha} \right) \right\}. \]

Example 2 For three HTFSs \( h_1(x_i), h_2(x_i) \) and \( h_3(x_i) \) in Example 1, based on Formula (10), we get the expression for the weighted sum (11).

III. PARAMETRIC ENTROPY OF HTFS AND ITS PROOF

In this section, a new entropy measure of HTFS with parameter is defined based on credibility theory. We give the concrete mathematical expression of parametric entropy and perform a rigorous derivation of the mathematical formula.

Definition 8 Let \( X = \{x_1, x_2, ..., x_s\} \) be a non-empty finite set and \( T = \{t(x_i) \mid x_i \in X\} \) be a HTFS on \( X \) with \( t_r(x_i) = \left( (\gamma_i^L)^{\alpha}, (\gamma_i^R)^{\alpha}, (\gamma_i^L)^{\alpha}, ..., (\gamma_i^R)^{\alpha} \right) \), where \( l_i \) is the number of elements in \( t_r(x_i) \). Then \( H_{\alpha}[T] \) is the parametric fuzzy entropy of HTFS \( A \): \n
\[ H_{\alpha}[T] = -\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1}{l_i} \sum_{r=1}^{l_i} S(Cr\{x_i \}= r)dr \] \n
Where \( S(m) = \frac{1}{1-\alpha} \left( m^{\alpha} \ln m^{\alpha} + (1-m)^{\alpha} \ln (1-m)^{\alpha} \right) , \alpha > 1 \). Given the function \( S(m) \) is monotonically increasing over \([0,0.5] \), monotonically decreasing over \([0.5,1] \), fuzzy entropy is maximal if and only if \( Cr\{x_i \}= r \) \( = \frac{1}{2} \).

Theorem 1 Let \( X = \{x_1, x_2, ..., x_s\} \) be a non-empty finite set and \( T = \{t(x_i) \mid x_i \in X\} \) be a HTFS on \( X \) with \( t_r(x_i) = \left( (\gamma_i^L)^{\alpha}, (\gamma_i^R)^{\alpha}, (\gamma_i^L)^{\alpha}, ..., (\gamma_i^R)^{\alpha} \right) \), and \( l_i \) is the number of elements in \( t_r(x_i) \). Then \( H_{\alpha}[T] \) is the parametric fuzzy entropy of HTFS \( T \) with \( \alpha > 1 \):

\[ H_{\alpha}[T] = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1}{l_i} \sum_{r=1}^{l_i} \left( (\gamma_i^R - \gamma_i^L)^{\frac{1}{\alpha}}\right). \]

Formula (13) illustrates that parametric entropy of HTFS is determined by the parameter’s value and the HTFSs’ distance between upper bound and lower bound, which is consistent with Formula (8).

Proof: Before we calculate the parametric fuzzy entropy of triangular fuzzy number \( t = (\gamma^L, \gamma^U, \gamma^R) \) in Formula (14)-(16), we state that:

let \( z = \frac{r - \gamma^L}{2 \gamma^U - \gamma^L} \), then \( dz = \frac{1}{2 \gamma^U - \gamma^L} dr \).

Likewise, let \( s = \frac{\gamma^U - r}{2 \gamma^U - \gamma^L} \), then \( ds = \frac{1}{2 \gamma^U - \gamma^L} dr \).

Constructed in the same way, and we can get

\[ P = Q = -2 \frac{\alpha}{(\alpha + 1)^2} (\gamma^R - \gamma^L) \]. \n
To sum up, the parametric fuzzy entropy of triangular fuzzy number \( t = (\gamma^L, \gamma^U, \gamma^R) \) is

\[ H_{\alpha}[T] = \frac{4}{(\alpha + 1)^2} \frac{\alpha}{1 - \alpha} (\gamma^R - \gamma^L) \]

Simple fuzzy element’s entropy Formula (18) should be extended to fuzzy sets’, which are widely used in application. Then, the sum of HTFSs’ entropy is averaged, as shown in Formula (19).

\[ H_{\alpha}[T] = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1}{l_i} \sum_{r=1}^{l_i} \left( (\gamma_i^R - \gamma_i^L)^{\alpha} \right) \]

It is easy to know that the parametric entropy \( H_{\alpha}[T] \) decreases monotonically with the increase of parameter \( \alpha \). Furthermore, as a measure of fuzzy degree, the smaller entropy is, of course, the better. In terms of decision makers’ information expression facing practical application, a larger value assigned to parameter \( \alpha \) means the stock is more trusted.
\[ H_a [t] = \int_t^\infty S(Cr \{ t = r \})dr + \int_0^t S(Cr \{ t = r \})dr \]
\[ = \left\{ \frac{1}{2} \int_0^t \left( \frac{1}{\gamma^M - \gamma^L} \right) rdr + \frac{1}{2} \int_0^t \left( \frac{1}{\gamma^M - \gamma^U} \right) rdr \right\} \]
\[ = \frac{1}{1-\alpha} \left\{ \frac{1}{\alpha} \int_0^t \left( \frac{1}{\gamma^M - \gamma^L} \right) rdr \right\} \]
\[ + \frac{1}{\alpha+1} \left\{ \frac{1}{\alpha+1} \int_0^t \left( \frac{1}{\gamma^M - \gamma^U} \right) rdr \right\} \]
\[ = \frac{1}{1-\alpha} (M + N + P + Q). \quad \text{(14)} \]

\[ M = 2(\gamma^M - \gamma^L) \int_0^T z^\alpha \ln z^\alpha dz = 2(\gamma^M - \gamma^L) \left( \ln z^\alpha \cdot \frac{z^{\alpha+1}}{\alpha+1} \right|_0^1 = -2(\gamma^M - \gamma^L) \frac{\alpha}{(\alpha+1)} \right). \quad \text{(15)} \]

\[ N = 2(\gamma^M - \gamma^L) \int_0^T s^\alpha \ln s^\alpha ds = 2(\gamma^M - \gamma^L) \left( \ln s^\alpha \cdot \frac{s^{\alpha+1}}{\alpha+1} \right|_0^1 = -2(\gamma^M - \gamma^L) \frac{\alpha}{(\alpha+1)} \right). \quad \text{(16)} \]

IV. FUZZY PORTFOLIO MODEL WITH PARAMETRIC ENTROPY UNDER HESITANT TRIANGULAR FUZZY ENVIRONMENT

In this section, risks are measured by entropy, returns are measured by credibility expectation function. We construct the PE-CE Model with two objective functions and list its solving process.

A. PE-CE Model Construction

Assume that an investor chooses from \( n \) stocks \( \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n\} \) by \( m \) criteria \( \{C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_m\} \). Hesitant triangular fuzzy matrix \( H = [h_{ij}]_{n \times m} \) is composed of \( n \) hesitant triangular fuzzy set \( h_{ij} (i = 1, 2, \ldots, n; j = 1, 2, \ldots, m) \), which can be transformed into a collective column vector \( \tilde{H} = [	ilde{h}_{ij}]_{m \times 1} \).

In order to obtain the optimal investment ratios and the optimal portfolio, we construct the following portfolio model (20) (PE-CE Model) based on parametric hesitant triangular fuzzy entropy proposed in Formula (13): \( E[\Theta_{i=1}^m \tilde{h}] \) is the credibility expectation function of HTFE \( \tilde{h} \). \( H_a [\Theta_{i=1}^m \tilde{h}] \) is the parametric hesitant triangular fuzzy entropy of HTFE \( \tilde{h} \). \( \tilde{h} \) is the aggregated HTFE based on \( \tilde{h}_i = \Theta_{i=1}^m \tilde{h}_i \), \( \tilde{h}_i \) is the hesitant triangular fuzzy information of the alternative \( x_i \) with respect to the criterion \( C_j \). \( W = [w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_m] \) denotes the optimal investment ratios of this fund on these stocks, \( l_i \) and \( u_i \) denote the upper limit and lower limit of \( i \)-th stock, \( \#h \) denotes the length of HTFE \( h \), \( i=1, 2, \ldots, n \), \( j=1, 2, \ldots, m \).

B. PE-CE Model Solving Process

Before starting, we should normalize credibility expectation function \( E[\Theta_{i=1}^m \tilde{h}] \) and fuzzy entropy function \( H_a [\Theta_{i=1}^m \tilde{h}] \). These two objective functions are weighted to construct satisfaction function \( A(x) \), then the PE-CE Model turns into Formula (21).

Where \( k_1 + k_2 = 1 \), \( \phi_1 (\Theta_{i=1}^m \tilde{h}) \) and \( \phi_2 (\Theta_{i=1}^m \tilde{h}) \) are fuzzy entropy function \( H_a [\Theta_{i=1}^m \tilde{h}] \) and credibility expectation function \( E[\Theta_{i=1}^m \tilde{h}] \) after normalization, respectively:

\[ \phi_1 (\Theta_{i=1}^m \tilde{h}) \]
\[ = H_a [\Theta_{i=1}^m \tilde{h}] \mid_{\min} - H_a [\Theta_{i=1}^m \tilde{h}] \mid_{\max} \]
\[ \phi_2 (\Theta_{i=1}^m \tilde{h}) \]
\[ = \frac{E[\Theta_{i=1}^m \tilde{h}] - E[\Theta_{i=1}^m \tilde{h}]}{E[\Theta_{i=1}^m \tilde{h}] \mid_{\max} - E[\Theta_{i=1}^m \tilde{h}] \mid_{\min}} \]

\[ H_a [\Theta_{i=1}^m \tilde{h}] \mid_{\max} \text{ and } H_a [\Theta_{i=1}^m \tilde{h}] \mid_{\min} \text{ in Formula (22) represents the maximum and minimum values obtained under the same constraint with the PE-CE Model when entropy function is the only objective function, accordingly, } E[\Theta_{i=1}^m \tilde{h}] \mid_{\max} \text{ and } E[\Theta_{i=1}^m \tilde{h}] \mid_{\min} \text{ in Formula (23) represent the maximum and minimum values obtained when credibility expectation function is the only objective function.}
max $E \left[ \Theta^{\alpha_1}_{i\alpha} w_i \tilde{h}_i \right]$
\[ \min H_{\alpha} \left[ \Theta^{\alpha_1}_{i\alpha} w_i \tilde{h}_i \right] = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{4}{\alpha + 1} - \frac{1}{\alpha + 1} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{1 - \gamma_i}{\lambda_i - \gamma_i} \right) \right) \]
\[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i \leq 1, \quad l_i \leq w_i \leq u_i, \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, n. \]

Step 1: Transform the hesitant fuzzy matrix $H = [h_{ij}]_{i\times n}$ into a collective column vector $\tilde{H} = [\tilde{h}_i]_{i=1}^n$ by aggregating all the values on one line.

Step 2: Construct the PE-CE Model, which takes parametric entropy and credibility expectation as two objective functions. The return should be as high as possible and the risk as low as possible.

Step 3: Construct satisfaction function, thus the dual objective programming problem is transformed into a single objective programming problem. The parameters’ value $k_1$ and $k_2$ are set according to the investor’s risk preferences.

Case 1: If there is a risk seeker, set $k_1 < k_2$.
Case 2: If there is a risk neutral, set $k_1 = k_2$.
Case 3: If there is a risk averter, set $k_1 > k_2$.

Step 4: Solve the portfolio model, then obtain the optimal investment ratios $w_i (i = 1, 2, \ldots, n)$.

Thus, we get optimal portfolios with different risk preferences.

V. CASE STUDY

In this section, we demonstrate the validity of the model proposed in Section IV through empirical analysis and analyze the data results.

A. Example and Calculations

In this subsection, we assume that the investor constructs the hesitant triangular fuzzy matrix $H = [h_{ij}]_{3\times 3}$ of $x_i (i = 1, 2, 3)$ with respect to the criteria $C_j (j = 1, 2, 3)$, which is shown in Table I.

B. Solution Process for PE-CE Model in Case Study

We demonstrate the portfolio selection process for risk investors under hesitant triangular fuzzy environment with parametric entropy and credibility expectation measuring risks and returns, respectively. The numerical calculation process is also given.

Step 1: Transform the hesitant triangular fuzzy matrix $H = [h_{ij}]_{3\times 3}$ into a collective column vector, then we get $\tilde{H} = [\tilde{h}_i]_{i=1}^3$. HTFEs are presented in Formula (24)-(26).

Step 2: Construct the PE-CE Model by Formula (27), which takes parametric entropy and credibility expectation as two objective functions.

During the solution process, we set $\alpha = 2$.

Step 3: Construct satisfaction function by Formula (28), thus the PE-CE Model (27) is transformed into a single objective programming problem. To normalize two objective functions: credibility expectation and entropy, we are going to find their maximum and minimum values:

$H_{\alpha} \left[ \Theta^3_{i\alpha} w_i \tilde{h}_i \right]_{\text{max}} = 0.3991, \quad H_{\alpha} \left[ \Theta^3_{i\alpha} w_i \tilde{h}_i \right]_{\text{min}} = 0.1980,$

$E \left[ \Theta^3_{i\alpha} w_i \tilde{h}_i \right]_{\text{max}} = 0.8913, \quad E \left[ \Theta^3_{i\alpha} w_i \tilde{h}_i \right]_{\text{min}} = 0.7956,$

which are assigned to Formula (22) and Formula (23):
\[ h = \{ 0.496, 0.853, 0.950, 0.352, 0.706, 0.950, 0.640, 0.902, 0.975 \}; \]
\[ \overline{h}_2 = \{ 0.776, 0.892, 0.970, 0.776, 0.892, 0.980 \}; \]
\[ \overline{h}_3 = \{ 0.640, 0.902, 0.970, 0.784, 0.965, 1.000, 0.730, 0.930, 0.980, 0.712, 0.951, 1.000 \}. \]

\[ \min H_n \left[ a^i w_h \right] \]
\[ \max E \left[ a^i w_h \right] \]
\[ \sum w_i \leq 1, 0.1 \leq w_i \leq 1, i = 1, 2, 3. \]

\[ \max A \left[ a^i w_h \right] = k_1 \phi \left( a^i w_h \right) + k_2 \phi \left( a^i w_h \right) \]
\[ \sum w_i \leq 1, 0.1 \leq w_i \leq 1, i = 1, 2, 3. \]

\[ k_1 + k_2 = 1. \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stocks</th>
<th>( C_1 )</th>
<th>( C_2 )</th>
<th>( C_3 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( x_1 )</td>
<td>( {0.1, 0.3, 0.5} )</td>
<td>( {0.3, 0.7, 0.8}, {0.1, 0.4, 0.8}, {0.5, 0.8, 0.9} )</td>
<td>( {0.2, 0.3, 0.5} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x_2 )</td>
<td>( {0.6, 0.7, 0.8} )</td>
<td>( {0.2, 0.4, 0.5} )</td>
<td>( {0.3, 0.4, 0.7}, {0.3, 0.4, 0.8} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x_3 )</td>
<td>( {0.1, 0.3, 0.5} )</td>
<td>( {0.5, 0.8, 0.9}, {0.6, 0.9, 1.0} )</td>
<td>( {0.2, 0.3, 0.4}, {0.4, 0.5, 0.6} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The most striking data are highlighted in Table II. From Table II, we can see that the ability for risk tolerance of investors is reflected by the changes of optimal portfolios' investment proportions. Risk seekers focus more on \( x_3 \), while risk neutrals and risk averters prefer \( x_2 \). With the increase of \( k_i \), satisfaction degree decreases and then increases. The satisfaction degree falls to a low point of 0.9551 when \( k_i = 0.4 \) and \( k_2 = 0.6 \). In this case, investors with the clearest risk attitude obtain the most satisfaction degree.
C. Discussions of Results

To visualize data, we graph the information presented in Table II by Figure 1. Table III provides the results obtained from the preliminary calculation of each stock’s parametric entropy and credibility expectation.

By analyzing the results of existing data, we can conclude that:

1. As shown in Table III, the order of entropy value is $H_{\bar{h}_1} < H_{\bar{h}_2} < H_{\bar{h}_3}$, the order of credibility expectation value is $E[\bar{h}_1] > E[\bar{h}_2] > E[\bar{h}_3]$. Overall, these results indicate that $x_2$ has minimal risk and $x_3$ has maximal return. From the perspective of minimizing risks, focusing on $x_2$ is the best choice. On the other hand, from the point of view of maximizing returns, $x_3$ has more significant advantages.

2. When $k_1 < k_2$, the optimal investment proportion $w_2$ decreases with the rise of $k_1$ for risk seekers. This result may be explained by the fact that investors seek higher returns with acceptable risks. As we have discussed above, $x_2$ brings highest return. Thus, assets of risk seekers with more risk-bearing capacity ($k_1 = 0.1$, $k_2 = 0.9$ and $k_1 = 0.2$, $k_2 = 0.8$) are skewed towards $x_3$. Nevertheless, investors take lower risks but show little difference between returns when focusing on $x_3$. So, risk seekers with less risk-bearing capacity ($k_1 = 0.3$, $k_2 = 0.7$ and $k_1 = 0.4$, $k_2 = 0.6$) prefer $x_2$.

3. When $k_1 = k_2$ and $k_1 > k_2$, investors tend to concentrate on $x_2$. $x_2$ is a high-quality choice because of its absolute advantage in risk and nearly the same return as the largest one for risk neutrals and risk averters.

4. Investors’ satisfaction degree decreases and then increases. A possible explanation for this might be that clear risk attitude leads to higher satisfaction. The more risk investors focus on risk or return, the more satisfaction degree they get. For risk seekers, investors with lowest risk tolerance level ($k_1 = 0.4$, $k_2 = 0.6$) should make a few concessions after trade-off between risk and return. At this point, portfolio can neither achieve the maximum return nor the minimum risk.

In conclusion, the present results are significant in at least three major respects. Firstly, our proposed PE-CE Model (20) with parametric entropy measuring risk and credibility expectation measuring return is reasonable. Next, the changes of optimal portfolio can be interpreted with caution based on numerical analysis. Most important of all, the parameter introduced to entropy has important implications for developing risk investors’ preference information.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we pioneer the application of hesitant triangular fuzzy sets to portfolio selection model. Inspired by credibility theory, we introduce the parameter to entropy, which can be used to measure risks, and make the description of decision information more comprehensive. The satisfaction function constructed by transforming the dual objective model into a single objective model, shows the optimal portfolio changing with the weight of the objective function in the case study. The optimal portfolio changes are explained reasonably according to the specific situation of each stock. Thus, it is a strong proof of the validity of the PE-CE Model. The findings of this investigation complement those of earlier studies. Despite these promising results, questions remain. Further research should be undertaken to investigate more objective functions measuring risks and returns which can be added to the PE-CE Model. Also, considerably more work will need to be done to determine the parameter’s value according to the investors’ risk preferences. It is also an alternative direction to establish other more effective risk measures in such a complex portfolio environment.
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